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Abstract—Routing algorithms with time and message complexities that are provably low and independent of the total number of

nodes in the network are essential for the design and operation of very large scale wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In this

paper, we develop and analyze Cluster Overlay Broadcast (COB), a low-complexity routing algorithm for MANETs. COB runs on top

of a one-hop cluster cover of the network, which can be created and maintained using, for instance, the Least Cluster Change (LCC)

algorithm. We formally prove that the LCC algorithm maintains a cluster cover with a constant density of cluster leaders with minimal

update cost. COB discovers routes by flooding (broadcasting) route requests through the network of cluster leaders with a doubling

radius technique. Building on the constant density property of the network of cluster leaders, we formally prove that, if there exists a

route from a source to a destination node with a minimum hop count of �, then COB discovers a route with at most Oð�Þ hops from

the source to the destination node in at most Oð�Þ time and by sending at most Oð�2Þ messages. We prove this result for arbitrary

node distributions and mobility patterns and also show that COB adapts asymptotically optimally to the mobility of the nodes. In our

simulation experiments, we examine the network layer performance of COB, compare it with Dynamic Source Routing, and

investigate the impact of the MAC layer on COB routing.

Index Terms—One-hop clustering, algorithm/protocol design and analysis, message complexity, routing protocol, scalability, time

complexity, wireless mobile ad hoc network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SCALABLE routing is one of the key challenges in designing

and operating large scale mobile ad hoc networks

(MANETs). In order to ensure effective operation as the

total number of nodes in the MANET becomes very large,

the complexity of the employed routing algorithms should

be low and independent of the total number of nodes in the

network. An important consideration in the development of

scalable routing algorithms is that the complexity properties

of the scalable routing algorithms should be well under-

stood and formally analyzed [1]. While simulations are very

useful in assessing routing protocols, they typically provide

only limited insight into the underpinnings and parameter

dependencies that govern the algorithm performance. As

discussed in more detail in Section 1.1, significant progress

has been made in recent years in developing and evaluating

algorithms and algorithm refinements to achieve scalable

MANET routing.

Yet, some key challenges remain in the development and
evaluation of scalable MANET routing algorithms. In
particular, the existing MANET routing algorithms that
have been formally analyzed either:

. incur, for the route discovery, a total elapsed time or
total number of messages exchanged that depend on
the overall network size, such as the total number of
nodes in the network or the total diameter (in terms of
number of wireless hops) of the network (see, for instance,
[2], [3], [4]), or

. make restrictive assumptions about the overall
network topology, such as limiting the network
density (see, for instance, [4], [5], [6]) or assume
knowledge of the locations of the nodes at any point
in time (location-aided routing) (see, for instance, [7],
[8], [9]).

For these reasons, the analyzed routing algorithms are of
limited use for very large MANETs consisting of a very
large number of nodes and having a very large diameter
and no location aid. As detailed in Section 1.1, a number of
enhancements to the existing routing protocols have
recently been proposed to improve their scalability. These
enhancements have demonstrated significant potential for
improving the scalability in simulations, but have not yet
been formally analyzed in the context of the routing
protocols.

In this paper, we address these two key shortcomings in
the state-of-the-art in scalable MANET routing that 1) the
existing formally analyzed algorithms do not scale well
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with the total network size and 2) scalability enhancing
refinements are formally not well understood. Toward
addressing these two points, we develop and formally
analyze Cluster Overlay Broadcast (COB), a highly scalable
reactive routing algorithm for very large MANETs. COB
incorporates the recently considered routing on top of the
clusters mechanism and the doubling radius broadcast
mechanism in a judicious manner in a low-complexity
reactive routing algorithm.

In brief, our approach is to form a one-hop clustering
(cluster cover) of the network and then to perform route
discovery by broadcasting route requests over the overlay
network formed by the cluster leaders. More specifically,
we employ the Least Cluster Change (LCC) algorithm to
establish and maintain a clustering structure of the network,
whereby a node in a given cluster can reach the leader of
the cluster in one hop. When a source node wants to send a
message to a destination node, the source node contacts its
cluster leader. The cluster leader then floods (broadcasts)
route requests over the overlay network of cluster leaders.
We employ long-haul transmissions, which have three times
the range of the regular (short-haul) transmissions for the
transmissions on the overlay network of cluster leaders. The
route requests are broadcast with a doubling radius
technique, i.e., the cluster leader first broadcasts the route
request with a time-to-live (TTL) of one long-haul transmis-
sion hop. If the destination node is reached, it responds
with an acknowledgment and the route discovery is
completed. Otherwise, after a timeout, the source node’s
cluster leader broadcasts the route request with a TTL of
two, then four, and so on.

We formally prove that COB has a route discovery
complexity—both in terms of total elapsed time and
number of message exchanges—that is polynomially
proportional to the minimum number of hops between the
source node and the destination node and adapts optimally
to mobility. More specifically, if � denotes the minimum
number of short-haul hops from the source node to the
destination node, then COB discovers a route with at most
Oð�Þ hops (which may include short-haul and long-haul
hops). This route discovery takes at most Oð�Þ time and
requires the sending of at most Oð�2Þ messages with COB.
We also show that COB requires only a constant amount of
storage in each node. These theoretical results, which hold
for arbitrary node mobility and node density, build on the
constant density of the overlay network of cluster leaders
and the doubling radius broadcast. To the best of our
knowledge, these results make COB the first MANET
routing algorithm for which both the time complexity and
the message complexity are polynomial in the minimum
hop distance between the source node and the destination
node and independent of the overall network dimensions
(total number of nodes, network diameter).

This paper is structured as follows: In the following
section, we review related work. In Section 2, we describe
the considered model of the MANET. In Section 3, we
discuss the properties of the algorithm used to maintain the
one-hop cluster cover and prove that the density of the
network of cluster leaders is constant for the considered
clustering algorithm. We also discuss the system model

aspects related to the clustering and the transmissions
within and in between clusters. In Section 4, we introduce
and formally analyze the Cluster Overlay Broadcast (COB)
routing algorithm. In Section 5, we present simulation
results for the COB routing algorithm. We summarize our
conclusions in Section 6.

1.1 Related Work

The routing in MANETs has attracted a significant level of
interest in recent years (see, e.g., [2], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16] for overviews). In general, the MANET
routing protocols can be classified into proactive routing
protocols, which maintain routing tables which are con-
sulted when transmitting a packet toward its destination,
and reactive routing protocols, which find a route on
demand, i.e., in response to the generation of a message
for a specific destination. Reactive routing protocols are
typically more efficient for MANETs with a high level of
mobility (see, e.g., [16], [17]) and are the main focus of our
study.

The issue of scalable routing has recently begun to attract
significant interest and several studies have formally
analyzed and compared the complexity characteristics of
the existing routing algorithms (see, for instance, [2], [3], [4],
[6], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]). It was found that most of the
existing reactive routing algorithms have message complex-
ities that are OðNÞ, where N denotes the total number of
nodes in the network. That is, the complexities of the
routing algorithms depend on the overall size of the
network. It was also found that there are algorithms that
have lower complexity, but these generally make restrictive
assumptions about the network topology or require location
awareness. For instance, hierarchical state routing (HSR) [5],
[23] is a proactive routing algorithm that runs on top of a
clustering hierarchy and has a message complexity linear in
the average number of nodes in a cluster and the number of
hierarchical levels in the clustering. This makes HSR a low
complexity routing algorithm if the nodes are uniformly
distributed. In general, if the nodes are nonuniformly
distributed, the complexity may approach OðNÞ. Also,
HSR requires a multilevel clustering hierarchy, which needs
to maintain a list of all cluster members in each cluster
leader. This structure tends to become costly to maintain for
high levels of node mobility. In contrast, COB requires only
a simple two-level clustering hierarchy (consisting of
regular nodes and cluster leaders) and does not require
the cluster leaders to maintain membership lists; COB only
requires that each individual regular node knows who its
cluster leader is. Examples for routing algorithms that
employ location information are location aided routing [8],
the greedy perimeter stateless routing [7], and the scalable
location update routing protocol (SLURP) [9], which exploit
the location information to limit the geographic area over
which route requests are broadcast and thus achieve
complexities on the order of the geographic broadcast area.
COB, on the other hand, does not require any location
information and has time and message complexities that are
provably polynomial in the minimum source-destination
distance and independent of the overall network size.

A plethora of routing algorithms and routing algorithm
refinements have been developed and evaluated through
simulations. The ad hoc on-demand distance vector protocol
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(AODV), for instance, which is one of the most prominent
reactive routing protocols, has been studied extensively
through simulations [17], which have provided invaluable
insights into its dynamics and led the development of
several refinements. In the adaptive routing using clusters
(ARC) approach [24], for instance, the AODV runs on top
of a clustering (overlay network) that is maintained with a
clustering algorithm that enforces a subset property. That
is, a cluster leader is only demoted to regular node status
when the cluster has become a subset of another cluster.
Further approaches for routing on top of a cluster cover or
a set of core nodes have been proposed (see, for instance,
[25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]). Also, the doubling
radius technique has been simulated in the context of
AODV [32] and has been found to reduce the complexity.
Our work on COB, which also employs clustering and
doubling radius broadcast, complements the existing
simulation studies of these mechanisms in that we formally
analyze these techniques in the context of a routing
algorithm. Our theoretical analysis yields fundamental
insights into the mechanisms governing the complexities
of the routing algorithm. For instance, we find that it is
crucial that two cluster leaders are not within the short-
haul communications range, as is common with the subset
property. The transmission with two different transmission
ranges which we employ in COB has been evaluated
through simulations in [33].

A variety of other refinements have been proposed
which are complementary to our routing algorithm devel-
opment and analysis. For instance, different mechanisms
for flooding the route requests that exploit the mobility of
the nodes have been proposed (see, for instance, [34], [35]).
These approaches assume that the nodes either do not move
very far or move quite extensively. In contrast, we do not
assume any specific mobility behavior. The feasibility of
routing based on dynamic addresses is examined in [36].
Techniques for further optimizing a route found by a route
discovery algorithm are explored in [37].

2 SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a large ad hoc network of mobile wireless
nodes (MANET) and let N denote the number of nodes. We
consider the problem of unicast routing in the MANET. In
particular, we focus on the problems of 1) discovering a
route from a source node x to a destination node y and
2) delivering a message M from x to y.

We consider a wireless system consisting of homogeneous
nodes with the capability to transmit with two different fixed
transmission ranges, namely, the (normalized) transmission
ranges one and three, which can, for instance, be achieved
with power control [33]. Following [33], we use the
terminology short-haul transmission to refer to a transmission
with transmission range one and long-haul transmission to
refer to a transmission with transmission range three. For the
analytical model, we view the short-haul transmission range
of each network node as a disk of radius one under Euclidean
norm in <2 (or <3, depending on the particular network
application) centered at the node, i.e., each node is
represented by a unit-disk. Our main motivation for con-
sidering the two transmission ranges is to keep our

discussions of the routing protocol simple and focused on
the main underlying conceptual issues. When only short-
haul transmissions are employed, then transmissions be-
tween adjacent cluster leaders would need to be forwarded
by up to two gateway nodes. We conjecture that the
transmissions via the gateway nodes do not affect the
asymptotic complexity of the COB algorithm, but would
require a more detailed “bookkeeping” in the clustering. This
transmission via gateway nodes is left for future work.

In our analysis, we do not assume any specific distribu-
tion of the nodes. However, our COB route discovery
algorithm—as any other algorithm—can only find a route if
the network is connected, i.e., if there exists at least one
feasible route from the source to the destination node using
only short-haul transmissions with a fixed (normalized)
transmission range of one. (We note that an interesting
direction for future work is to consider a network scaling
scenario where the transmission ranges are adapted to keep
the network connected as the number of nodes changes.)
We do not assume any specific mobility model in our
analysis. We only initially assume, as is reasonable and
common, that the mobility of the nodes is on a time scale
slower than the route discovery [35].

3 CLUSTERING AS A BASIS FOR ROUTING

In this section, we present the salient points of the node
clustering as it relates to our routing protocol. Node
clustering in ad hoc networks has received a significant
amount of interest of its own (see, for instance, [38], [39],
[40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45]). Our routing algorithm
builds upon some specific properties of the underlying
clustering structure. In particular, we employ the Least
Cluster Change (LCC) algorithm proposed by Chiang et al.
[46] for one-hop clusterings of MANETs. In the clustering,
we consider only the short-haul transmission range, i.e.,
each node can reach its cluster leader in one short-haul
transmission hop. The choice of the LCC clustering
algorithms is motivated by our previous work [47], where
we proved that the LCC algorithm is asymptotically
optimal or near-optimal with respect to: 1) the number of
clusters maintained and 2) the cost of an update. More
specifically, one would like to minimize the number of
clusters maintained since the smaller the number of
clusters maintained, the more efficient the clustering of
the network, in the sense that any routing, name lookup,
other levels of a clustering hierarchy, or any other network
function to be built on top of the one-hop clustering cover
would like to see a network of cluster leaders which is as
small as possible (i.e., to have a view of the network which
is as simplified as possible). Also, the fewer cluster leaders
maintained, the fewer cluster leader changes we expect to
see in the network. Thus, we expect a network of cluster
leaders which is relatively stable, which is a key property
for implementing efficient routing algorithms on top of
the one-hop clustering. We have proven in [47] that the
LCC algorithm maintains a seven-approximation on the
minimum possible number of clusters; this means that the
number of clusters maintained by the LCC algorithm is
at most seven times the minimum possible number in a
one-hop cluster cover of the network, at any point in time.
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As far as the cost of an update is concerned, there is a
trade-off between the number of clusters maintained and
the update cost of an algorithm. For example, we have
shown in [47] that, if we were able to maintain a minimum
one-hop clustering of the network (note that this problem is
NP-hard and, therefore, maintaining such a minimum
clustering would most likely be infeasible), then the cost
of an update may be strictly proportional to the number of
nodes N in the network. On the other hand, an algorithm
that does not attempt to minimize the number of clusters
maintained could select every node in the network to be a
cluster leader, incurring zero update cost. Since this latter
approach is equivalent to having no clustering in the
network, the best we can hope for is to have constant
update cost, keeping each update as “local” as possible.
Indeed, we have proven in [47] that the LCC algorithm has
an asymptotically minimal update cost, namely, (a small)
constant.

We proceed by proving a very important property of the
LCC algorithm which follows from the fact that no two cluster
leaders fall within the short-haul communication range of
one another. (Theorem 1 below and the related corollaries
also hold for any other clustering algorithm that satisfies the
property that no two cluster leaders can communicate
directly via a short-haul transmission.) A 1/2-radius disk
centered at a node v is a disk of radius 1/2 centered at v.
Throughout, we employ standard asymptotic notation where
a function gðnÞ ¼ OðfðnÞÞ if there exist positive constants c
and n0 such that gðnÞ � c � fðnÞ for all n � n0 and gðnÞ ¼
�ðfðnÞÞ if there exist positive constants c and n0 such that
gðnÞ � c � fðnÞ for all n � n0.

Theorem 1. There are at most OðaÞ cluster leaders whose
1=2-radius disks are fully contained in an areaA of total size a.

Proof. From the property of the LCC algorithm that no
two cluster leaders can communicate with one another
with a short-haul transmission, it follows that no cluster
leader is contained in the unit-disk centered at another
cluster leader. Hence, no two 1=2-radius disks centered at
the cluster leaders intersect with each other. Each of
these 1=2-radius disks covers a constant size area,
namely, an area of size �=4, of the plane. Thus, if we
take an area A of size a in the network, we can see at
most 4a=� 1=2-radius disks centered at the cluster leaders
which are fully contained in area A. tu

We define the density of a network as the maximum ratio
of the number of cluster leaders whose 1/2-radius disks are
fully contained in an area A to the total size a of area A, for
any area A on the Euclidean plane. The corollary below
follows directly from the theorem:

Corollary 1.1. The network consisting only of the nodes selected
as cluster leaders has constant density, namely, it has density
at most 4=�.

Another corollary, which will be useful when proving
the complexity of our COB algorithm, follows from
Corollary 1.1:

Corollary 1.2. There are at most Oðr2Þ cluster leaders in a disk D
of radius r � 1 centered at a cluster leader v.

Proof. The 1/2-radius disks of all cluster leaders contained
in D are fully contained in a disk D0 of radius rþ 1=2
centered at node v. The area of D0 is � � ðrþ 1

2Þ
2. From

Corollary 1.1, we know that there are at most 4 � ð� � ðr þ
1
2Þ

2Þ=� ¼ 4 � ðr þ 1
2Þ

2 ¼ Oðr2Þ cluster leaders whose 1/2-
radius disks are fully contained in D0. Hence, there are at
most Oðr2Þ cluster leaders in D. tu

We remark that if a network is connected when only
short-haul transmissions are employed, then the network is
also connected when only 1) short-haul transmissions
between regular nodes and their cluster leaders as well as
2) long-haul transmissions between cluster leaders are
employed. To see this, note that, in a network connected
with short-haul transmissions, each node has a neighbor
that is no further away than the short-haul transmission
range. Thus, in a 1-short-haul-hop cluster cover of such a
network, where each node is within the short-haul
transmission range of its cluster leader, the maximum
distance between two adjacent cluster leaders1 is equivalent
to three times the short-haul transmission range, which, in
turn, is equal to the long-haul transmission range.

We also briefly note that, in wireless communications,
the energy consumption increases generally quadratically
with the transmission range. A long-haul transmission thus
consumes on the order of nine times more energy than a
short-haul transmission. In our clustering, at least two short-
haul transmissions (via at a gateway node) and at most
three short-haul transmissions (via two gateway nodes)
would be required to communicate from cluster leader to
adjacent cluster leader. Hence, the use of long-haul
transmissions consumes on the order of between three
and 4.5 times more energy than the use of only short-haul
transmissions. (We also note that there could be situations
in sparse networks where a long-haul transmission can
reach a cluster leader that is not adjacent, i.e., more than
three short-haul transmissions would be required to reach
that cluster leader; in such a situation, the use of long-haul
transmissions can actually lead to energy savings.) The
generally higher energy consumption with the long-haul
transmissions can be overcome by forwarding transmis-
sions between adjacent cluster leaders with short-haul
transmissions via up to two gateway nodes, which is a
direction for future work.

3.1 System Model: Time Step

In our system model, we focus on the network layer and do
not consider a particular medium access control (MAC)
protocol. We define the time step as the maximum time
required 1) to conduct a short-haul transmission from a
regular node to its cluster leader or 2) to conduct a long-
haul broadcast from a cluster leader that reaches all regular
nodes in the cluster headed by the cluster leader as well as
all adjacent cluster leaders, i.e., the cluster leaders within
the long-haul transmission range. We assume that the
processing of the route requests and acknowledgments in a
node takes negligible time (or is accounted for in the time
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step). We assume that the time step is a constant that is

independent from the total number of nodes in the network

and the distribution of the nodes in the network. This can be

reasonably achieved by employing a mix of time, frequency,

and code division multiple access. A cluster leader, for

instance, can impose a time division access method for the

transmissions from its regular nodes. Also, the transmis-

sions from a cluster leader to its regular nodes and the

transmission from a cluster leader to its adjacent cluster

leaders (noting that the LCC algorithm ensures that there

are no more than 49 such adjacent cluster leaders, as seen by

setting r ¼ 3 in the proof of Corollary 1.2) can be conducted

in different frequency bands or with different CDMA codes

[33]. Nevertheless, it is to be understood that, in a real

wireless network, there are, in general, no absolute

(deterministic) guarantees for reaching nodes via wireless

transmission within a given time interval, as nodes may

experience shadowing or malfunction or other impairments

with a nonzero probability. The absolute performance

bounds derived for our network model thus correspond,

in general, to probabilistic performance characterizations in

real networks.

4 CLUSTER OVERLAY BROADCAST ROUTING

In this section, we first describe our COB routing algorithm,

to be implemented on top of the clustering structure. We

then prove the performance bounds governing this routing

algorithm with respect to total elapsed time and total

number of messages exchanged. The routing algorithm

heavily relies on the constant density of the network of

cluster leaders in order to achieve a polynomial complexity

in terms of both time and number of messages exchanged.

Also, as we will see, other than requiring an underlying

clustering cover of the network at all times, the routing

algorithm presented is a purely on-demand algorithm.

Thus, in order for this routing algorithm to adapt to

mobility in an efficient way, all that is required is that the

underlying clustering structure be maintained efficiently

upon mobility. We have seen that the LCC algorithm—

which is our clustering algorithm of choice—adapts

optimally to mobility, namely, in Oð1Þ time per event [47].

4.1 Description of COB Algorithm

In the description of the COB algorithm, we let Lz denote

the cluster leader of node z for any node z in the network.

We note that each node z in the network needs to be aware

of which node is its cluster leader Lz, which each node

learns during the establishment of the cluster cover. We also

note that COB does not require the cluster leader to

maintain a list of the regular nodes in its cluster.
Suppose a node x wants to send a message M to a node y

in the network. Node x initiates a route request for node y

as described below; all the other nodes in the network

follow the COB protocol described below:

1. Route discovery: Flooding (broadcasting) the route
request message on the cluster overlay network:

a. Node x starts by sending the message M and
destination y to its cluster leader Lx using a
short-haul transmission.

b. Suppose Lx receives the message ðy;MÞ from x
at time t ¼ 1. Node Lx forwards a route request
message (RREQ) of the form ðy; i; 2i; Lx; xÞ,
where 2i is the TTL of the message, at time
step 2 � 2i ¼ 2iþ1, for i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . , to all of its
adjacent cluster leaders, using a long-haul
transmission.

c. Eachcluster leaderz receivinganRREQ ðy; i; k; �; �Þ
for the first time checks whether z is y itself.
Otherwise, if k > 1, then z forwards an RREQ
with TTL equal to k� 1 and its own id label, i.e.,
node z forwards the RREQ ðy; i; k� 1; z; xÞ, to its
adjacent cluster leaders using a long-haul trans-
mission. Node z keeps the just received RREQ for
broadcast round i and discards the stored RREQ
from round i� 1, if any.

d. Each cluster leader that still has a stored RREQ
ðy; i; �; �; xÞ 2iþ1 time steps after the receipt of the
RREQ promptly discards the RREQ.

2. Route discovery: Acknowledging receipt of RREQ and
selecting ðx; yÞ-path:

a. Node y, upon receiving a RREQ ðy; i; k; Ly; xÞ,
where Ly is the cluster leader of node y, sends a
path acknowledgment message via a short-haul
transmission (Ly may be y itself, in which case,
we skip the actual sending of the acknowl-
edgment message; also, if y is a cluster leader
itself, the RREQ message it receives does not
contain Ly in its fourth field).

b. Node Ly, upon receiving a path acknowledg-
ment notice from node y, sends a long-haul
transmission path acknowledgment message
(ACK) of the form ðy; ‘Þ, where ‘ is the node in
the fourth field of the RREQ message stored at
Ly. Node Ly also marks itself as ACTIVEðx; yÞ.

c. Each cluster leader z, z 6¼ Lx, upon receiving an
ACK message ðy; ‘Þ, checks if z ¼ ‘. If so, then z
marks itself as ACTIVEðx; yÞ and sends an
ACK message ðy; ‘0Þ via a long-haul transmis-
sion, where ‘0 is the node in the fourth field of
the RREQ stored at z.

3. Message transmission:

a. If Lx receives an ACK ðy; LxÞ, then Lx

i. Stops forwarding any RREQ messages
relative to M;

ii. Broadcasts the message ðy;M; xÞ to its
adjacent cluster leaders using a long-haul
transmission.

b. Each cluster leader z marked as ACTIVEðx; yÞ,
upon receiving a message ðy;M; xÞ forwards the
message ðy;M; xÞ via a long-haul transmission.
Upon forwarding the last packet carrying the
message M, z unmarks itself as ACTIVEðx; yÞ
and discards any ACK or RREQ messages it has
with respect to the message M.
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Before we analyze the COB routing algorithm, we
discuss the key steps in more detail. First, note that the
successive broadcast rounds i, i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . , out of cluster
leader Lx in Step 1b are timed such that the next broadcast
round iþ 1 is only launched if the destination was not
reached in the current round i, which is ensured by setting
the timeout value for the next broadcast round to twice the
TTL field in the current broadcast. A second point to note
about Step 1b is that, for conceptual simplicity, in the
described algorithm, a given cluster leader uses only long-
haul transmissions and these long-haul transmissions are
used to reach both the regular nodes around the cluster
leader as well as the adjacent cluster leaders. In particular,
broadcast round i ¼ 0 reaches all the regular nodes around
cluster leader Lx (i.e., the regular nodes for which Lx is the
cluster leader) as well as the cluster leaders adjacent to
(within the long-haul transmission range of) Lx. (Some
regular nodes from the clusters adjacent to Lx may also be
reached, but this is not relevant, as explained shortly. Also,
reaching the adjacent cluster leaders is only a side effect of
using the long-haul transmission. All we need to achieve in
round i ¼ 0 is to reach the regular nodes around Lx.)
Broadcast round i ¼ 1 reaches again all regular nodes
around Lx as well as all the regular nodes around the
cluster leaders that are adjacent to Lx (and, in turn, their
adjacent cluster leaders).

Instead of using only long-haul transmissions, the
broadcast rounds may be conducted with a mix of
1) short-haul transmissions to reach the regular nodes
around a given cluster leader and 2) long-haul transmis-
sions to reach the adjacent cluster leaders. These two types
of transmissions can be conducted in different frequency
bands or with different CDMA codes, similar to [33], to
simplify the medium access control. When employing this
mix of short and long-haul transmissions, the broadcast
rounds proceed as follows: In round i ¼ 0, cluster leader Lx
broadcasts the RREQ with a short-haul transmission to all
of its regular nodes. In round i ¼ 1, cluster leader Lx
broadcasts the RREQ again with a short-haul transmission
to its regular nodes. In addition, Lx broadcasts the RREQ
with a long-haul broadcast to its adjacent cluster leaders,
which, in turn, broadcast the RREQ with short-haul
transmissions to their regular nodes, and so on in the
following rounds.

As an additional refinement, we can skip the repeated
short-haul transmissions, i.e., in round i ¼ 1, we skip the
short-haul transmission to the regular nodes around Lx
which have been reached in round i ¼ 0. In general, with
this additional refinement, only the cluster leaders
reached for the first time in a broadcast round, i.e., the
cluster leaders receiving route requests with TTL value
k ¼ 2i�1; 2i�1 � 1; . . . ; 1, forward the RREQ with a short-
haul transmission to their regular nodes. We note that
using the mix of short and long-haul transmissions and
the described additional refinement do not affect the
asymptotic complexity of COB (aside from affecting the
involved constants) as analyzed in the following section.
However, they tend to simplify the medium access
control [33].

We remark about Step 2a that a regular node y processes
an RREQ as detailed in Step 2a only if the RREQ is received
from the node’s cluster leader Ly. RREQs directed to y that
are received from other cluster leaders (e.g., from long-haul
transmissions) are ignored.

4.2 Analysis of the COB Algorithm

The message complexity of a given distributed network
algorithm is given by the number of unit-size packet
transmissions throughout the execution of the algorithm.
The time complexity of a distributed algorithm is given by
the total elapsed time during the execution of the algorithm.
We let the jMj denote the size of a message M in number of
packets.

Theorem 2.

1. Route Discovery: The time and message complexity of
the route discovery part of the COB routing protocol
are Oð�Þ and Oð�2Þ, respectively, where � is the
minimum hop distance between the source node x and
destination node y.

2. Message transmission: The time and message complex-
ity of the actual message transmission from x to y are
both asymptotically optimal, i.e., Oð�jMjÞ.

3. Storage complexity: The COB routing protocol only
requires a constant amount of storage space at each
node in the network, which will be released once the
ðx; yÞ-routing is complete.

Proof. 1) Route discovery: We first prove the complexity of
the route discovery part of the COB algorithm. Suppose
node y was first reached during the ith broadcast round
originated at node Lx. Hence, the distance from Lx to Ly
must be at most 2i hops (only cluster leaders within 2i hops
from Lx are reached during the ith broadcast). The
broadcast rounds out of node Lx will end as soon as an
ACK is received by that node. The RREQ message that first
reached node y must have been sent before the ith round
was completed, i.e., at a time t � 2iþ1 þ 2i ¼ Oð2iÞ, since
the ith broadcast commences at time step 2iþ1 and takes at
most 2i time steps to complete. The ACK sent out of nodeLy
must have been sent at time tþ 1. Any ACK sent by the
algorithm goes from a node reachable fromLx in h hops to
a node reachable from Lx in h� 1 hops (note that each
ACK has a specific node it is trying to reach, namely, the
one given by the “parent” field, i.e., the fourth field, in the
RREQ stored at the node sending the ACK). Thus, sinceLy
is reachable fromLx after t0 � 2i time steps of the ith round,
it will take at most 2i time steps for the ACK originating at
Ly to reach Lx. Putting all these costs together, the route
discovery takes at most 2iþ1 þ 2i þ 2i þ 2 ¼ Oð2iÞ time
steps (the constant additive term comes from the fact that
there may be two additional communication steps
between Ly and y).

Since we know that y was not reached in the
ði� 1Þth round, the long-haul distance between Lx and
Ly must be at least 2i�1 long-haul hops, implying that the
short-haul distance between Lx and Ly must also be at
least 2i�1 short-haul hops. Since any ðLx; LyÞ-short-haul
path of the form Lx; x; . . . ; y; Ly is a candidate path for
being the path between Lx and Ly with the smallest
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possible number of short-haul hops (which, as we have
seen, must be longer than or equal to 2i�1), the short-haul
distance � between x and y has to be at least
2i�1 � 2 ¼ �ð2iÞ. Hence, the route discovery of the
COB algorithm takes time which is linearly proportional
on �, i.e., Oð�Þ.

We now prove that the message complexity of the route
discovery isOð�2Þ. In the ith broadcast round, each cluster
leader reached in this round sends at most one RREQ. All
cluster leaders reached in the ith broadcast round fit into a
disk of radius Oð2iÞ and, thus, by Corollary 1.2, there are
Oð22iÞ such cluster leaders. Hence, Oð22iÞ messages are
sent in round i. Hence, the total number of messages sent
in all rounds of broadcast is Oð

Plog �
i¼0 22iÞ ¼ Oð�2Þ. Since

Oð�Þ ACKs are sent in the route discovery phase, the
message complexity follows.

2) Message transmission: The message transmission
phase only involves the nodes in the selected path from
Ly to Lx and each node in this path takes one time step to
forward each packet of M to the next node in the path.
We have seen that the selected path from Lx to Ly (and,
hence, the extension of this path that goes from x to y)
has Oð�Þ hops. Hence, the message and time complexity
of the message transmission phase are both Oð�jMjÞ.

3) Storage complexity: It remains to show that the
COB routing protocol only requires a constant amount of
storage space at each node in the network. Note that, at
any time during the execution of the algorithm, each
node (more specifically, each cluster leader) stores at
most one RREQ and has at most one ACTIVEðx; yÞmark,
which are all of constant size. Also, the COB algorithm
does not use and, therefore, does not need to maintain
any cluster membership information at the cluster
leaders (neither does the LCC algorithm): The only
information necessary for the COB algorithm to work is
that each node z knows who its cluster leader Lz is,
which takes only a constant amount of space. All the
ACTIVEðx; yÞ marks are erased as the message M is
indeed transmitted from Lx to Ly and any RREQ is
released after all broadcasts from Lx are guaranteed to
have terminated. tu

Corollary 2.1. For fixed size messages, the overall time and

message complexity of the COB algorithm are Oð�Þ and

Oð�2Þ, respectively.

Proof. Adding up the asymptotic complexities of the route

discovery and message transmitting phases in view that

jMj ¼ Oð1Þ gives the result in this corollary. tu
Theorem 3. The COB routing protocol adapts asymptotically

optimally to the mobility of the nodes.

Proof. The COB algorithm is a purely on-demand algorithm,

provided we always maintain a clustering cover of the
network according to the LCC algorithm. Thus, any

updates upon mobility of the nodes must only be taken

care of at the clustering level. In [47], we have shown that
the update cost (total elapsed time of an update) of the

LCC algorithm is Oð1Þ, which is asymptotically optimal.

The number of messages exchanged during an update of
the clustering structure is linearly proportional to the

number of nodes left uncovered due to the mobility of a

node—i.e., if a node vmoves and if, as a result, k nodes are
not covered by any cluster leader after the move (and
possible demotion of v as a cluster leader), then at
most OðkÞ messages will be sent in order to fix the
LCC clustering cover. Note that no deterministic algo-
rithm can have a better message complexity for creating a
clustering cover of k nodes. tu

Combining the results in Theorems 2 and 3, we have that
the COB algorithm is the first routing algorithm for a
MANET of homogeneous nodes that, under the unit-disk
model, adapts optimally to mobility and that has time and
message complexities both polynomial on the distance
between source node and destination node.

We also note that the route found by the COB algorithm
is free from loops, which follows from the fact that an ACK
goes from a node reachable from Lx in h hops to a node
reachable from Lx in h� 1 hops, as noted in the proof of
Theorem 2a. We furthermore note that the delay incurred
with COB is at most five times larger than the delay with
naive flooding over the network of cluster leaders. To see
this, consider a cluster leader Ly of the destination node that
is 2i þ 1 long-haul hops from the cluster leader Lx of the
source node. With our doubling radius broadcast, Ly is
reached in broadcast round iþ 1, which commences at
time 2iþ2, and, in this broadcast round, it takes 2i þ 1 time
steps to reach Ly. Thus, the total delay to reach Ly is 2iþ2 þ
2i þ 1 time steps, which is ð5þ 1=2iÞ=ð1þ 1=2iÞ times larger
than the delay with naive flooding. We believe that this
larger delay is a reasonable trade-off for achieving a
bounded message complexity of Oð�2Þ.

4.3 Energy-Fair COB

In COB, the cluster leaders conduct all the intercluster
communication and do so using long-haul transmissions,
which consume more energy than short-haul transmissions,
as outlined at the end of Section 3. This may lead to unfairly
high energy consumption in nodes that act as a cluster
leader for long periods of time. To address this problem, we
propose a slight modification of the COB algorithm in order
to obtain an energy-fair COB algorithm, i.e., an algorithm
which aims at a fair usage of energy at all nodes.

The energy-fair COB algorithm is implemented as
follows: Instead of using the ID of a node as the tie-breaker
in the clustering algorithm, we use the remaining energy
level of a node as the tie breaker. Thus, when nodes
compete in a local region for becoming cluster leaders, the
one with the highest remaining energy level will win (if
there is still a tie between nodes with the same remaining
energy level, we can break this tie using the unique
node IDs). Whenever the power level of a cluster leader
node Lz drops below half of the power level of Lz at the
time it was elected cluster leader, then Lz demotes itself as a
leader node and starts a local update on the clustering of the
network. As discussed earlier, this local update will only
take Oð1Þ time. Note that, while the power levels of the
nodes in the network remain reasonably large, a cluster
leader will remain as cluster leader for a significant amount
of time and the local clustering updates due to energy drops
at the leader nodes will not be frequent. It is only when the
network comes to a very low energy level that there will be
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a significant overhead due to frequent cluster leader swaps.
However, at this point, the network is basically at “the end
of its life” since the remaining energy at all nodes is indeed
coming to an end. We note that similar approaches have
been proposed in the context of clustering protocols, for
instance, in [48], [49].

The energy-fair COB algorithm is fair in terms of energy
usage to the nodes in the network, in the sense that the
nodes in a local neighborhood tend to converge to a
scenario where the energy levels of all the nodes fall in
between � and �=2 for some energy level �. If the network
communication patterns are uniform along the different
regions of the network, then we also expect this energy
level � to be roughly the same for the entire network.

We note that there are situations in which the energy
starvation of a node is unavoidable: Suppose there is a
region R of the network with very low density (e.g., if R is a
unit-disk and there are only a small constant number of
nodes in R) and suppose this region is a “bottleneck region”
in that it provides the only bridge between large, densely
populated parts of the network. Then, no matter how we
elect cluster leaders in R, we expect the energy consump-
tion at the nodes in R to be much higher than that of the rest
of the network. This is because there are only a few nodes in
the bottleneck region R that can alternate in performing the
role of cluster leader.

5 SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results to illustrate the
performance of the COB routing algorithm. We examine
three different aspects of the COB algorithms in the
simulations, namely, 1) the network layer performance of
COB, 2) the comparison of the network layer performance
of the well-known Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) algo-
rithm with COB, and 3) the impact of the MAC layer on the
COB performance.

5.1 Network Layer Performance of COB

Our network layer simulation setup is similar to the route
discovery evaluation setup employed in [35] in that we
evaluate COB only with respect to the mobility process and
the size of the network. In particular, we consider an
idealized model of the MAC layer where transmissions
reach their destinations within one time step, as defined in
Section 3.1, and we simulate the route discovery sequen-
tially. This ensures that we measure the network layer
performance of COB in isolation from any positive or
negative effects of the MAC layer or cross-traffic.

We conduct simulations for two scaling scenarios: 1) a
node density scaling scenario, where the area of the network
is a square of fixed size R ¼ 500 m by R ¼ 500 m and the
number of nodes N in the network is varied, and 2) a
network diameter scaling scenario, where we jointly scale
up the number of nodes N in the network and the diameter
of the network area. In particular, in the diameter scaling
scenario, we consider the configurations: N ¼ 250 nodes in
125 m by 125 m square area, N ¼ 500 nodes in 250 m by
250 square area, . . . , N ¼ 4; 000 nodes in 2,000 m by 2,000 m
square area. The goal of the diameter scaling is to investigate
the performance of the COB routing algorithm as the

shortest (short-haul) hop distance � between source and
destination increases. Clearly, it is computationally prohi-
bitive to find the true shortest route, but it is reasonable to
assume that � scales approximately linearly with the
diameter of the network. Throughout, we consider the
two short-haul transmission ranges P ¼ 25 m and P ¼ 50 m
and corresponding long-haul transmission ranges of 75 m
and 150 m. We conduct simulations for both the random
walk (RW) and the random waypoint (RWP) mobility
models with a mobile speed of 10 m/sec; the pause time
for the random waypoint mobility model is 10 seconds.
Since a route discovery typically takes on the order of tens or
hundreds of milliseconds with the idealized MAC layer,
whereas changes in the cluster cover due to node mobility
take place on the time scale of typically tens of seconds, we
approximate the node positions as static during a given
route discovery. The practical deployment of the
COB routing protocol would, of course, require that node
changes in the cluster cover that affect an ongoing route
discovery are properly recovered from.

In the simulations, we consider the COB algorithm
employing only long-haul transmissions in the broadcast
rounds, as detailed in Section 4.1. We sequentially conduct
several stochastically independent route discoveries be-
tween randomly uniformly chosen source and destination
node pairs and collect statistics on the number of messages
transmitted and the time elapsed for the route discovery.
We also collect the statistics on the number of hops of the
route found by the COB algorithm. We continue each
simulation until the 95 percent confidence intervals are
smaller than 10 percent of the corresponding sample means
of the measures of interest.

In Figs. 1, 2, and 3, we consider the node density scaling
scenario and plot the delay for a route discovery (in time
steps) and the number of message transmissions per route
discovery. The plotted results are for the random walk
mobility model. We observe from Fig. 1 that, for a 500 m by
500 m square and a short-haul transmission range of 50 m,
the discovered route has on average four hops. Typically,
such a four hop route consists of one short-haul hop to go
from regular source node x to its cluster leader Lx, then
two long-haul hops to reach the cluster leader Ly of the
destination node y, and one more hop to go from Ly to y.
Generally, we observe that the length of the discovered
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Fig. 1. Node density scaling: Length of discovered route as a function of

number of nodes N for different (fixed) network areas of R�R m2 and

short-haul transmission ranges P m.



route and the delay for the route discovery do not change

significantly as the number of nodes N in the fixed network

area increases, i.e., as the node density increases. An

exception is the 1,000 m by 1,000 m network with a short-

haul transmission range of 25 m, where the route length and

delay decrease as the number of nodes increases from 500 to

1,000. This effect is due to “uncovered” areas in the network

of 500 nodes that are not bridged by the short radio

transmission range of the relatively few nodes and require a

route around the uncovered area, i.e., the routes tend to be

more crooked and less straight in this scenario. In any case,

Theorem 2b ensures that the discovered route is asympto-

tically linear in the shortest possible route.
From Fig. 3, we observe that the number of messages

transmitted for a route discovery generally tends to initially

increase and then level off as the node density increases.

This effect is most pronounced for the network with the

large area and the small transmission range. This effect is

due to the initially increasing number of clusters as the

network becomes more populated. Once the entire network

area—or, more precisely, the entire disk centered at a given

source node with radius required to reach the given

destination node with the doubling radius technique—is

covered by clusters, there is no further increase in the

number of messages. Theorem 2a guarantees that the

number of messages is at most quadratic in the shortest

source to destination hop distance irrespective of the overall
network size.

In Figs. 4, 5, and 6 we consider the diameter scaling
scenario for the random walk (RW) and random waypoint
(RWP) mobility models. We observe from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
that the length of the discovered routes and the route
discovery delay increase linearly as we jointly scale up the
diameter and number of nodes in the network. Also, we
observe from Fig. 6 that the number of messages trans-
mitted for a route discovery appears to increase quad-
ratically with the diameter of the network, which, in turn,
gives a good indication of the shortest source-destination
hop distance �. We note that, in our simulation set-up, the
source node and destination node are drawn uniformly
randomly on the network area. Thus, with expanding
network area, the source and destination nodes are
increasingly further apart, giving rise to the observed
scaling behaviors of the delay and message complexity,
which reflect our theoretical results (see Theorem 2a). It is
important to note that the time and message complexity of
COB depend only on the shortest source-destination
distance and not on the overall network dimensions.

We also observe that both the random walk and the
random waypoint mobility models result in the same
underlying asymptotic trends in the hop distance, delay,
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Fig. 2. Node density scaling: Delay for a route discovery as a function of

number of nodes N for different (fixed) network areas of R�R m2 and

short-haul transmission ranges P m.

Fig. 3. Node density scaling: Number of message transmissions for a

route discovery as a function of number of nodes N for different (fixed)

network areas of R� R m2 and short-haul transmission ranges P m.

Fig. 4. Diameter scaling: Length of discovered route as a function of

number of nodes N with proportional (R � N) network area of R� R m2

for different (fixed) short-haul transmission ranges P m and mobility

patterns (random walk (RW) and random waypoint (RWP)).

Fig. 5. Diameter scaling: Delay for a route discovery as a function of the

number of nodes N with proportional (R � N) network area of R� R m2

for different (fixed) short-haul transmission ranges P m and mobility

patterns (random walk (RW) and random waypoint (RWP)).



and message complexity. This is to be expected from our
analysis of the COB algorithm, which is general in that it
does not assume any specific mobility model, ensuring that
our theoretical results hold for any mobility behavior. The
somewhat lower hop distance, delay, and number of
messages for the random waypoint model observed in the
plots are due to the slight tendency for the nodes to more
densely populate the center of the network area with the
random waypoint model, resulting in somewhat lower
constants in the asymptotic scaling behavior.

5.2 Comparison with DSR

In this section, we compare the network layer performance
of the COB route discovery process with the well-known
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) algorithm [50], [51]. We
consider the node density scaling scenario where N nodes
are uniformly distributed on an area of R ¼ 500 m by
R ¼ 500 m. Nodes are freely moving in the area according
to the random way point model with a randomly
distributed speed in the range from 10-20 m/s and a pause
time of 30 seconds. We consider the two transmission
ranges P ¼ 50 m and P ¼ 100 m in DSR, which we consider
to correspond to the short haul transmission ranges in COB.
We consider the two performance metrics’ normalized
routing load, which we define as the number of packets
(messages) transmitted per data packet delivered to the
destination, and mean delay, which we define as the
number of time steps required to deliver a data packet
from source to destination.

We observe from Figs. 7 and 8 that, as already observed
above, the delay and the normalized routing load (message
complexity) do not increase with the number of nodes in
COB. On the other hand, we observe that the delay in DSR
very slightly decreases as the number of nodes increases.
This effect is caused by the slightly more crooked routes
around uncovered areas with a small number of nodes,
which diminishes with increasing network density. Note
that DSR has a small delay for 100 nodes with a
transmission range of P ¼ 50 m. This is caused by the loss
of some data packets due to the network not always being
fully connected with only 100 nodes, whereby we count the
delay only for successfully delivered packets. In other

words, the part of the network that is connected and allows
for successful delivery tends to have a somewhat smaller
diameter.

When comparing the delay values of COB and DSR, it is
important to keep in mind that, in the considered setting,
the transmission range in DSR corresponds to the short-
haul transmission range between a regular node and its
cluster leader in COB. The long-haul transmissions in COB
between adjacent cluster leaders have three times the range
of the transmissions in DSR. Hence, it may take three times
as long with DSR to traverse the same distance as traversed
with a long-haul transmission in COB. As observed in Fig. 7,
the delay in time step units with DSR is between two and
three times the delay with COB. This indicates that DSR
may approximately achieve the same delay performance as
a version of COB that uses short-haul transmissions via
gateway nodes between adjacent cluster leaders.

We observe from Fig. 8 that the normalized routing load
increases approximately linearly with the node density with
DSR, which is caused by the increasing number of nodes
within the transmission range of each given node, resulting
in a larger total number of transmitted messages in the route
discovery process. With increasing transmission range P ,
the normalized routing load decreases with both routing
approaches, which is primarily due to the shorter hop
distance between source and destination with the larger
transmission range. Considering the scaling behavior of the
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Fig. 6. Diameter scaling: Number of message transmissions for a route
discovery as a function of the number of nodes N with proportional
(R � N) network area of R� R m2 for different (fixed) short-haul
transmission ranges P m and mobility patterns (random walk (RW)
and random waypoint (RWP)).

Fig. 7. Network layer comparison of COB and DSR: Delay for packet

delivery as a function of number of nodes N for different (fixed)

transmission ranges P (in m); pause time = 30 s, network area

500� 500 m2, fixed.

Fig. 8. Network layer comparison of COB and DSR: Normalized routing

load as a function of number of nodesN for different (fixed) transmission

ranges P (in m); pause time = 30 s, network area 500� 500 m2, fixed.



number of transmitted messages with DSR in comparison

with COB reveals the benefit of the constant density

clustering used in COB and indicates that it may be

worthwhile to formally examine constant density clustering

in the context of DSR (initial simulation explorations of

clustering in conjunction with DSR are reported in [52], [53]).
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the mean delay and normalized

routing load as a function of the pause time in the mobility

model for N ¼ 500 nodes and a transmission range of

P ¼ 100 m. Since COB discovers a route from scratch

whenever a node has data to send, the mean delay and

the routing load are essentially independent of the pause

time. With DSR, on the other hand, the delay and the

routing load decrease as the pause time increases. This is

because the cached routing table in DSR becomes stale less

frequently with increasing pause time. For large pause

times, the delay with DSR (which uses only short-haul

transmissions) approaches the delay with COB (which uses

short-haul transmissions between regular source/destina-

tion node and cluster leader and long-haul transmissions

between cluster leaders), indicating that DSR may in fact

give lower delays than a version of COB which uses only

short-haul transmissions (via up to two gateway nodes

between adjacent cluster leaders). This indicates that

employing DSR’s route caching mechanism on top of COB

may result in an overall improved routing performance (at

the expense of higher storage complexity in the nodes,
which would need to be formally examined in future work).

5.3 Performance of COB over 802.11 MAC Layer

To assess the interactions of COB with the MAC layer and
the performance with cross-traffic, we conducted simula-
tions with a model of the 802.11 MAC layer that includes
cross-traffic, packet collisions, and movement during the
route discovery phase. In these simulations with the
MAC layer, we consider a short-haul transmission range of
P ¼ 50 m and corresponding long-haul transmission range
of 150 m. We consider the delivery of 512 Byte data packets
and set the transmission rate to 2 Mbps. Data packets are
generated at each node according to an independent Poisson
process with a rate that ensures that all cluster leaders, each
of which works on one RREQ broadcast at a time, are always
backlogged. Throughout, the nodes move according to the
random waypoint mobility model with 1 m/s. Following
[33], we assumed different frequency bands for the in-
tracluster communication inside the individual clusters and
the intercluster communication among adjacent cluster
leaders. Our simulation model considers the distributed
coordination function (DCF) of 802.11, which employs
carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA). We did not employ request-to-send/clear-to-
send (RTS/CTS) reservations for the RREQ packets to avoid
the reservation overhead for these short packets. If the
doubling radius flooding passed an estimated maximum
network diameter before reception of an ACK, the cluster
leader moved on to the next queued request.

We considered the same two scaling scenarios as in
Section 5.1 and report statistics on the number of hops in the
discovered route, the delay for the packet delivery and the
throughput (number of successfully delivered packets in
100 seconds of simulated network operation). Several
statistically independent network operation periods were
simulated and the obtained 95 percent confidence intervals
are displayed in the plots.

The first series of results in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 for the
node density scaling scenario indicate, in general, similar
trends for the 802.11 MAC layer results and the idealized
MAC layer results (which correspond to the network layer
performance results from Section 5.1). We observe from
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Fig. 9. Network layer comparison of COB and DSR: Delay for packet

delivery as a function of pause time; transmission range P ¼ 100 m,

number of nodes N ¼ 500, network area 500� 500 m2, fixed.

Fig. 10. Network layer comparison of COB and DSR: Normalized routing

load as a function of pause time; transmission range P ¼ 100 m, number

of nodes N ¼ 500, network area 500� 500 m2, fixed.

Fig. 11. Node density scaling: The length of the discovered route as a
function of the number of nodesN with 802.11 and idealized MAC layers;
network area 500� 500 m2, short-haul transmission range P ¼ 50 m,
fixed.



Fig. 11 that, on average, the discovered path lengths are
somewhat longer with the 802.11 MAC layer. This effect is
due to the collisions which may prevent routings from
discovering the shortest path first. The overall trend,
however, is for the discovered path length to remain
relatively constant in both scenarios as the node density
increases.

We observe from Fig. 12 that the packet delivery delay
initially increases with the node density and then flattens
out for a high node density. This behavior resembles the
behavior of the delays with the idealized MAC layer,
which are constant when scaling up the node density, as
shown in Fig. 2. The absolute values of the 802.11 MAC
layer delays are significantly larger than the delays with
the idealized MAC layer. Higher density networks require
our 802.11 MAC layer to spend more time rebroadcasting
to successfully complete each one-hop transmission. Im-
portantly, the scaling behavior of the delay with the
802.11 MAC layer for increasing node density indicates
that Theorem 2a still holds in that the delay (time
complexity) is constant with respect to increasing node
density. However, a more efficient MAC layer could most
likely reduce the absolute values of the delays.

Fig. 13 gives the throughput in number of successfully
delivered packets in 100 seconds of network operation. We
observe an initial decrease in the throughout and then
flattening out for high node densities. This behavior is
primarily due to the increasing number of adjacent cluster

leaders with increasing node density. More specifically, as
the node density increases, so does, initially, the number of
adjacent cluster leaders. More adjacent cluster leaders result
in more collisions in the long-haul transmissions, which, in
turn, result in decreased throughput as seen in Fig. 13 (and
increased delay as seen in Fig. 12). As noted in Section 3, the
LCC cluster algorithm ensures that there are no more than
49 adjacent cluster leaders irrespective of the node density.
As the node density increases further, the number of
adjacent leaders approaches a maximum value and corre-
spondingly the throughput approaches a constant level, as
observed in Fig. 13.

Next, we examine the diameter scaling scenario, in
which we jointly scale up the network area and number of
nodes to achieve an approximately linear increase of the
shortest hop distance �. We observe from Fig. 14 that, with
both MAC models, the lengths of the discovered routes
increase approximately linearly, tracking the increase of the
shortest hop distance �. We observe from Table 1 a
tendency toward linear scaling of the delay with both
models, whereby the absolute delay values are orders of
magnitude larger with the 802.11 MAC layer.

The throughout plotted in Fig. 13 again exhibits the
initial drop, which is primarily due to the increasing hop
distance (see Fig. 14), but then stabilizes even for large
networks and correspondingly large hop distances. For the
smallest simulated networks, the overlay network is quite
compact, and hop distances often include only one or
two long-haul transmissions. This vastly reduces congestion
due to cross traffic, allowing for higher throughput. For
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Fig. 12. Node density scaling: Delay for a packet delivery as a function of

number of nodes N with 802.11 and idealized MAC layers; network area

500� 500 m2, short-haul transmission range P ¼ 50 m, fixed.

Fig. 13. Network density and diameter scaling: Throughput of success-

fully delivered data packets in 100 s with 802.11 MAC layer.

Fig. 14. Diameter scaling: The length of the discovered route as a

function of the number of nodes N with proportional (R � N) network

area of R� R (in m2) with 802.11 and idealized MAC layer.

TABLE 1
Diameter Scaling: Delay for a Packet Delivery as a Function of
Number of Nodes N with Proportional (R � N) Network Area of

R�R (in m2) with 802.11 and Idealized MAC Layer



larger networks, the overlay network of cluster leaders
grows proportionally with the increasing number of nodes
and network area in the diameter scaling scenario, allowing
for relatively stable throughput levels even with increasing
hop distance.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have developed and formally analyzed the Cluster
Overlay Broadcast (COB) routing algorithm for MANETs.
COB runs on top a cluster cover of the network with a
constant density of cluster leaders, which we have proven
can be maintained by the Least Cluster Change (LCC)
algorithm. COB discovers routes with a doubling radius
broadcast on the overlay network of cluster leaders. We
note that the underlying mechanisms (routing on top of
cluster cover, doubling radius technique) have also been
examined in the context of the AODV routing protocol
through simulations (see, for instance, [24], [32]). We have
formally shown that, by exploiting the constant density of
the network of cluster leaders and the doubling radius
technique, COB has a time complexity that is linear in the
shortest source-destination hop distance and a message
complexity that is quadratic in the shortest source-destina-
tion distance. Importantly, we have also shown that COB
adapts optimally to the mobility of the nodes and has
constant storage complexity in the nodes. Our theoretical
results complement the existing simulation studies on
MANET routing mechanisms and provide insight into the
fundamental underpinnings of the performance of the
routing mechanisms employed in COB and other protocols,
such as AODV. To the best of our knowledge, COB is the
first MANET routing algorithm that has been formally
shown 1) to adapt optimally to the node mobility and 2) to
have time and message complexities that are polynomial in
the source-destination node distance and independent of
the overall network size (total number of nodes, total
diameter of network).

Our simulation results demonstrate that COB incurs
essentially a constant delay as the number of nodes in a
fixed network area (network density) is scaled up both
when considering only the network layer as well as the
network layer combined with an elementary 802.11 MAC
layer. Also, with increasing network density, the number of
message transmissions for a route discovery increases only
until the network area is fully covered with clusters and
then remains constant for further increasing node density.
Our simulation results have also demonstrated that the
delay scales linearly with the source-destination distance
and have indicated that the number of messages scales
quadratically with the source-destination distance.

There are several broad areas for exciting future work on
MANET routing and extensions to COB. One area is to
integrate MANET routing in general and the COB algo-
rithm in particular, with higher layer notions of network
services, such as service discovery or location and context
aware services. In this context, it is very interesting to
examine the integration of routing with content distribution
mechanisms, e.g., for providing multimedia services to
MANET nodes. Another area is to develop cross-layer
designs that integrate several network layers, possibly

ranging from the application layer, including the network

layer, and reaching down to the medium access and

physical layers. Exploiting the specific characteristics of

the wireless medium access and physical layers, similar to

the approaches in [54], [55], [56], [57], appears especially

promising in these cross-layer designs. Throughout, we

believe it is vital to pay close attention to and formally

understand the scaling behaviors of the MANET protocols.
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